Neysun Mahboubi, a Chinese-law scholar at the University of Pennsylvania, spoke at the Peking University law school in 2018. He was included in this 1995 photo of participants in the Princeton in Beijing study in China.

"Right now, I'm not that motivated," he said.

"Lies and hostility have started to cause misunderstanding and estrangement between the generations of China observers who had studied in Taiwan," he said. "We're seeing this in our work, and we're seeing this in our living." He said that he still had many open conversations with Chinese friends, but that he had to guard his words and be careful about what he said.

"Our national-security threat or not, it is a mistake to dial back on exchanges," he said. "Even from a self-interest perspective, we are shooting ourselves in the foot." He said that the U.S.-China relationship has cooled, and that this has affected the number of students coming from China to study in the United States. He said that the number of Chinese students coming to study in the United States has dropped significantly in recent years, and that this has had a negative impact on the relationship between the two countries.

"There is a sense of concern among many of our students that they are not welcome in the U.S.," he said. "We've seen a rise in the number of students coming from China to study in Taiwan, but we're still seeing a drop in the number of students coming to study in the United States." He said that the number of students coming to study in the United States is still higher than the number of students coming to study in Taiwan, but that the trend is declining.

"We're seeing the same kind of 'ping pong diplomacy' games that have been played in the past," he said. "We're seeing students being denied visas, and we're seeing students having to go through a lot of red tape to study in the United States." He said that this has had a negative impact on the relationship between the two countries, and that it has made it more difficult for students to study in the United States.

"We're seeing a trend towards a more closed relationship," he said. "We're seeing a trend towards a more closed relationship between China and the United States, and this is having a negative impact on the relationship between the two countries. We're seeing a trend towards a more closed relationship between China and the United States, and this is having a negative impact on the relationship between the two countries."